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IN SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS ON THE
GEOGRAPHY OF EUROPE
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School textbooks of the geography of Europe from different European countries.
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Classification of regional and thematic approaches in school textbooks on the
geography of Europe
ABSTRACT: Regional and thematic approaches are two basic approaches in geography, and they are found
in many combinations and variants in textbooks. An extensive analysis of textbook approaches showed
that a detailed classification of these approaches does not currently exist. The main purpose of this study
was to fill this gap with the first attempt at a detailed classification of all possible approaches in European
textbooks devoted in part or in full to examining the geography of Europe. To this end, it was also necessary to review the terminology and redefine some concepts. The study is based on an analysis of 450 textbooks
from twenty-eight European countries using the method of content analysis. It resulted in four classification schemes: a scheme for geography in textbooks in general, and schemes for three approaches used
in exploring the regional geography of Europe. Any European textbook covering the geography of Europe
can be classified using these schemes.
KEY WORDS: regional geography, thematic geography, regional approach, thematic approach, textbook
approaches, geography education, textbook, Europe

Klasifikacija regionalnih in tematskih pristopov v šolskih učbenikih geografije Evrope
POVZETEK: Regionalni in tematski pristop sta dva temeljna pristopa, ki izhajata iz sistema geografske vede,
v učbenikih pa sta prisotna v številnih kombinacijah in različicah. Pri obsežni analizi učbeniških pristopov
se je pokazalo, da ne obstaja nobena podrobna klasifikacija teh pristopov. Namen raziskave je bil zapolniti
to vrzel s prvim poskusom podrobne klasifikacije vseh možnih pristopov, in sicer v evropskih učbenikih,
ki so v celoti ali vsaj v velikem delu namenjeni obravnavi geografije Evrope. V ta namen je bilo treba pregledati
terminologijo in na novo opredeliti nekatere pojme. Raziskava temelji na analizi 450 učbenikov iz 28 evropskih
držav, pri čemer je bila uporabljena metoda vsebinske analize. Rezultat so štiri sheme: shema geografije
v učbenikih na splošno ter sheme treh pristopov v okviru regionalne geografije Evrope, v katere je možno
uvrstiti kateri koli evropski učbenik z obravnavo geografije Evrope.
KLJUČNE BESEDE: regionalna geografija, tematska geografija, regionalni pristop, tematski pristop, učbeniški
pristopi, didaktika geografije, učbenik, Evropa
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1 Introduction
The system of the geographical sciences is evident from many geographical encyclopedias that divide geography into general and regional geography. General geography focuses on a general overview of individual
elements and factors on the Earth’s surface, and regional geography explores individual parts of the Earth’s
surface (i.e., regions) as a whole. According to the International Charter on Geographical Education (Resnik
Planinc 1993), school geography distinguishes between two approaches based on this division: thematic
and regional. The thematic approach has primarily become established in school geography and, especially among US geographers, it is also used as a synonym for the systematic or general geography approach
(Steinberg, Walter and Sherman-Morris 2002).
The analysis of textbook approaches used in European countries for examining the geography of Europe
(Senegačnik 2005) showed that it does not make sense to categorize these approaches only into regional and
thematic ones because textbooks largely use various combinations of these two approaches. A review of a large
number of textbooks revealed a significant gap in the findings to date because the analysis could not rely
on any detailed classification of regional and thematic textbook approaches. Considering that teachers prefer clearly structured textbooks and that the majority of them favor the regional approach (Senegačnik 2007a),
a need arose to prepare an article to fill in this gap. Hence, this article is the first attempt at a detailed classification of all possible regional and thematic textbook approaches, resulting in four classification schemes
that teachers can use as an effective tool in assessing and selecting textbooks.

1.1 Terminology
The term »approach« itself has several meanings. In the sense of a work method or a path to achieving something, it is used here in connection with teaching, curricula, and textbooks, whenever there is reference
to the regional and thematic approach. The approaches used in textbooks are referred to here as »textbook
approaches.«
Even though general geography focuses on presenting all landscape elements and factors, in practice
textbooks hardly ever cover all elements; instead, such a »classic« repertoire was gradually replaced by specialization in selected themes. According to Arnold Schultze (1970), textbooks focus only on certain key
structures: natural structures, nature-human structures, functional structures, and sociocultural structures.
Because these deviate from the classic general geography scheme, this approach later became known in
Germany as the »thematic approach.« Although this term gradually also became used in other countries,
the term »thematic geography« is still very rarely found in the literature today. Among the forty-one geographical dictionaries reviewed at the University of Ljubljana’s Geography Department, this term can only
be found in one (Lévy and Lussault 2003, 920).
Based on the development described above, the following definitions were established: »general geography« or the »general geography approach« refers to the systematic presentation of all elements and factors
known from the »sections« of general geography and, following Arnold Schultze’s theory of key structures (1970),
»thematic geography« or the »thematic (geography) approach« is conceived as a non-systematic presentation of selected elements and factors.
Such a definition is deficient with regard to the term »geographical themes« because their selection
in textbooks became increasingly diverse. This approach is usually primarily understood in the sense of
examining themes from »non-systematic« or »extended« general geography and significantly less in the sense
of examining themes in order to present specific regions, which is the focal point of regional geography
or the regional approach.
It is impossible to draw a clear line between general and thematic geography in textbooks. The term
»thematic geography« is not an entirely unambiguous and clearly definable category because it can be conceived either in a broader or narrower sense. »Thematic geography in the broadest sense« is composed of
»general geography« and »thematic geography (in the narrower sense).« General geography is basically
systematic thematic geography (a systematic presentation of more or less all general geography elements).
It can also be referred to as »thematic geography in the broader sense« because it deals with themes just
like thematic geography; the only difference is that it covers »all« general geography themes, not just selected ones. On the other hand, there is »thematic geography in the narrow sense,« which only examines selected
themes - which at least in the initial stages of thematic geography proceeded from Schultze’s key structures
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- and can therefore be referred to as »non-systematic thematic geography.« Under »thematic geography«
school geographers mostly understand only the latter. Unlike thematic geography, »regional geography«
focuses on a complex presentation of a specific region. This definition still unambiguously applied to classic regional geography during Alfred Hettner’s time, but later on, due to too much material involved in
presenting regions as a »whole,« textbooks started increasingly limiting themselves to presenting selected key themes and, later on, central problems. Nonetheless, such geography continued to be referred to
as »regional geography« because the region remained the basic subject of its presentation.

1.2 Historical development of approaches
Until the mid-twentieth century, the leading international school in geography was the German geographical
school, which was distinctly oriented towards regional geography. One of its most important representatives
was Alfred Hettner, and the main transmitter of his ideas to US geography was Richard Hartshorne (1939).
During the 1950s, a conflict arose among US geographers - specifically, between the advocates of the traditional regional approach and the adherents of the »new« geography, which placed general geography at
the forefront. The most important representative of the second group was Fred K. Schaefer (1953). The
controversy between the two camps continued for several years, but in the US the breach between them
was not as severe as later on in Germany. The majority of geographers thought of both approaches as complementary, which was later also reflected in the project of national geography education standards (Bednarz
et al. 1994), which included both.
University textbooks for courses in world geography played an extremely important role in US geography (Muller 1995). Their authors combined both approaches, presenting the world by world regions (i.e.,
in line with regional geography) and then examining each region using the thematic approach (Steinberg,
Walter and Sherman-Morris 2002). The system of the geographical sciences is still evident from these textbooks because it is a combination of both approaches. The best-known works include those by Harm de
Blij and Peter Muller (2013), Lydia Mihelič Pulsipher and Alex Pulsipher (2013), Michael J. Bradshaw et
al. (2012), and Lester Rowntree et al. (2013). Cadey Korson and Weronika Kusek (2015) report that as many
as 75% of instructors teaching world geography at US universities use the regional approach, 20% use the
thematic approach, and 12.5% use a combination of both.
In Germany, the breach between the proponents of regional and general geography at a congress in
Kiel in 1969 was even more severe than it had been in the US. The main supporter of regional geography
was Josef Birkenhauer (1970) and the main adherent of general geography was Arnold Schultze (1970).
A few years later, an attempt at a compromise in the form of general geography in regional classification
was made by Jürgen Newig, Karl Heinz Reinhardt, and Peter Fischer (1983). This breach, which has never
really been entirely resolved, was also reflected in the school curricula (Brucker 2009). They sought to include
elements of both approaches, but in some of them the framework of the system of the geographical sciences could hardly be discerned any more.
In Slovenia, the regional approach predominated in school geography. The advantages of the thematic
approach were substantiated by Sabina Popit (2002) and the advantages of the regional approach were presented by Jurij Senegačnik (2003b; 2005; 2007a).
The Slovenian geographer Anton Melik (1935) first treated Slovenia as a whole by individual general
geography sections, followed by Slovenian regions (Melik 1954, 1957; 1959; 1960). In two seminal works published after Slovenia’s independence, geographers treated Slovenia both according to individual sections
of general geography (Gams and Vrišer 1998) and by individual regions (Perko and Orožen Adamič 1998).
In this regard, the question arises whether all of these works on Slovenia involve regional geography
or perhaps a different type of geography. Even the two works that examine Slovenia by individual sections
of general geography (Melik 1935; Gams and Vrišer 1998) namely present a region: Slovenia. This means
they are part of regional geography and can thus be referred to as regional geography works, even though
they use a different approach than other works.
The approach used by Anton Melik (1935) and Ivan Gams and Igor Vrišer (1998) can be referred to
as a »general geography« approach (the general geography of Slovenia), even though it examines geographical
elements and factors only in one region (i.e., Slovenia) and not around the entire world. Hence, this involves
a regional geography of Slovenia, even though the approach used is that of general geography. In this case,
one can speak of a »general-geography regional geography« (of Slovenia).
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Other works (Melik 1954; 1957; 1959; 1950; Perko and Orožen Adamič 1998) present Slovenian regions.
They also involve a regional geography of Slovenia, but the approach they use differs significantly. Their
purpose is not to examine elements and factors across all of Slovenia, but to present individual regions in
a comprehensive manner. Because this approach focuses on individual regions rather than individual elements and factors (in Slovenia as a whole), it can be referred to as a »region-based approach.« In this case,
one can talk about a »region-based regional geography (of Slovenia)« or a »regional geography of (Slovenian)
regions.«

1.3 Using individual approaches in textbooks
Textbooks on the geography of Slovenia for primary schools are a combination of either a) a general-geography and region-based regional geography of Slovenia, or b) a general geography and region-based approach.
They thus use a »combined (general-geography and region-based) approach.« Even though as much as
half of a given textbook uses a general geography approach (i.e., it focuses on the general geography of
Slovenia) and only half uses a region-based approach (i.e., it focuses on the regional geography of Slovenian
regions), this is predominantly perceived as a regional approach.
The same parallels in Slovenian textbooks can also be found with regard to the presentation of the geography of Europe, where part of a textbook uses a general geography approach (the general geography of
Europe) and part of it uses a region-based approach (the region-based geography of Europe or the geography of European regions).
Looking at how textbooks in other European countries cover Europe, whereby the entire textbook can
be dedicated to Europe or only a larger or small part of it (which is mostly the case), many parallels can be
drawn, but certain different approaches can be found as well. In these textbooks, the general geography part
of examining Europe is largely replaced by the thematic geography approach because, as a rule, they stopped
using the systematic approach of general geography and limited themselves to a non-systematic selection
of specific themes. Thus the combined approaches largely no longer use a combination of the general geography and region-based regional geography, but a combination of a thematic (in the narrow sense) and
region-based regional geography, or a »combined (thematic region-based) regional approach.«
There are also textbooks that use only the region-based approach (they examine Europe by regions)
as well as textbooks that use an intermediate approach, which includes a non-systematic combination or
mix of region-based and thematic regional geography.
Many geography textbooks contain a few paragraphs of text, maps, graphs, and figures that refer to
a specific learning theme from the geography of Europe, but this does not mean they are dedicated to the
regional geography of Europe. In order to establish whether a textbook is dedicated to the regional geography of Europe or not, its content must be examined because this can rarely be determined from its title
alone. Among the 450 textbooks analyzed, only a third met the criterion that was set to prove that a textbook involved a regional geography of Europe. This included any examination of the geography of Europe,
in which all of Europe or at least a major portion of it received special coverage in the form of a longer
whole (a textbook as a whole or part of a textbook in the form of one or several conceptually complete
chapters). The final criterion for the existence of such a »regional« geography of Europe in a textbook is
that the title of a specific whole already indicates that the concrete region of Europe is at the forefront of
the discussion, and not one or several themes from thematic or general geography. In this context, regional geography is naturally understood in its broadest possible theoretical sense.
For example, the Austrian textbook Planquadrat Erde (Klappacher, Fischer and Fischer 2002) explores
a series of thematic sections titled »People and the Environment,« »Revaluation of Space,« »Good Old Europe,«
and so on, in which only the last deals with Europe and combines several completely social themes. Thus,
it discusses Europe as a »theme« and not as a »region.« Despite reservations, such a thematic section or
such a chapter in the textbook was treated as a regional geography of Europe because it is clear that the
main subject discussed is Europe (even though only through certain themes selected) rather than geographical
themes in general.
This can also be viewed from a different perspective. If the determination of the »regional« or »thematic« character of textbooks is based on the reflections of the three German geographers mentioned above
(Newig, Reinhardt and Fischer 1983), which proceed from strictly didactic premises, the chapter »Good
Old Europe« merely involves a »thematic geography in a regional classification« or a »thematic geography
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with a regionally defined title« rather than »proper« regional geography. According to the same logic, other
titles, such as »People and the Environment« and »Revaluation of Space« represent »thematic geography
in a thematic classification« or a »thematic geography with thematically defined titles.«
The overview of works on both approaches published to date shows that they primarily focused on
the theoretical advantages of one or the other in geography in general, the frequency of their use at universities, and the inclusion of both in the curricula (Rinschede 2003). The authors mostly did use concrete
empirical studies to support their opinions on the advantages of one or the other and merely based them
on their own theoretical reflection. Because the majority of articles to date have not focused directly on
the use of both approaches in school textbooks, this issue has remained fairly understudied.
Another problem arose while preparing the classification: the terminology used in this area to date
has been very incomplete and vague. Therefore, the existing terminological concepts useful for this classification had to be collected from the literature and organized, after which appropriate new definitions
had to be provided for the missing ones. With regard to this terminology, a great deal had previously been
achieved by German educators (Köck 1986; Sperling 1990; Böhn 1999; Rinschede 2003; Böhn and
Obermaier 2013), who named and defined various approaches; however, they only did that in the curricula and not in the textbooks as well. The German definitions were adapted to the Slovenian context by
Senegačnik (2007b). This study therefore has a double goal: to prepare a new classification of the textbook
approaches mentioned above and appropriate (and partly new) terminology.

2 Methods
The classification of approaches was made based on the analysis of school textbooks on the regional geography of Europe for all age levels from twenty-eight European countries. To this end, 450 textbooks, in
which at least some of the content was connected with this continent, were reviewed. Only a third of the
textbooks were exclusively dedicated to the regional geography of Europe. Detailed criteria for the selection of the textbooks are presented in Section 1.3. Work was carried out at the library of the Georg Eckert
Institute in Braunschweig. This study can be ranked among non-experimental empirical educational studies. It used a descriptive method, which makes it possible to explore the educational field using the question
of what something looks like and also how much of it there is (Sagadin 1993). According to Mužić (1982),
the method applied can be defined as a comparative textbook analysis. The present study involves a horizontal analysis because it includes textbooks for the same school subject from different geographical areas.
Textbook analysis developed into a special discipline called »textbook research« (Pingel 1999). Mikk (2000)
defines textbook analysis as collecting data on the textbook characteristics that contribute to the realization of textbook functions. This study is a type of qualitative study (Montello and Sutton 2013; Remler
and Ryzin 2015). It was carried out using the method of content analysis, which already began being established before the Second World War, especially in the social sciences (Hard 1978; Weinbrenner 1998;
Neuendorf 2002; Mejovšek 2003; Senegačnik 2003a; Elo and Kyngäs 2008; Coolican 2014; Komac, Zorn
and Ciglič 2011; Geršič 2014). These authors do not share exactly the same views on what can be classified
under the content analysis method. Urbanc (2008) reports that this method is often confused with the grounded theory method.
Work proceeded as follows: with every textbook analyzed, it was first checked whether the entire textbook or only part of it was dedicated to the regional geography of Europe. After this, it was established whether
the textbook used a thematic or regional approach or a combination of both. The textbook or the part covering Europe was divided into conceptually complete wholes in terms of whether these component parts
examined Europe by themes or regions. The component parts that examined Europe by regions were logically divided into two parts: a thematic introduction to a specific region and the examination of its parts.
In the next research stage, all of the textbook component parts obtained were combined into more abstract
categories, based on which individual approaches (i.e., regional or thematic) were defined. In this way, a classification of these approaches was gradually created and, as the number of textbooks analyzed grew, the
classification was added to on an ongoing basis. With regard to regional approaches, three categories were
isolated and divided into several subcategories of various levels according to the method of examining regions
(by theme, country, case study, etc.). In the end, the study resulted in four approach schemes.
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3 Results
Several schemes with a detailed classification of regional and thematic textbook approaches were created. The first scheme presents the scheme of geography (i.e., the system of the geographical sciences and
its basic approaches) in European textbooks in general. This includes all textbooks with any content, not
only those covering Europe. If several dozen randomly selected textbooks are examined, one can distinguish between three versions (Figure 1).
1) The first group includes »textbooks covering only thematic geography« (in its broadest sense). This means
they deal with both systematic and non-systematic thematic geography, but they do not examine a specific region as a special »theme« because that would already imply regional geography. (From the
educational perspective, this version involves thematic geography in a thematic classification.) These types
of textbooks can examine »general geography« (systematic thematic geography or thematic geography in
the broader sense) or »thematic geography« (non-systematic thematic geography or thematic geography
in the narrow sense). In the first case, they use a »general geography approach« and in the second they
use a »thematic geography approach.«
2) The second group includes textbooks that only cover »regional geography« (in the broadest sense). (From
the educational perspective, this also includes thematic geography in a regional classification in addition
to »proper« regional geography.) These types of textbooks can examine one or more regions or parts of
the world (a home country, Europe, several continents). Regional geography in this case refers to the examination of those complete conceptual wholes, in which the titles already indicate that one or more regions
are at the forefront of discussion rather than various geographical elements and factors. In principle, four
approaches can be used for examining every region.
The first one is the »thematic or thematic geography approach« (as part of thematic regional geography).
Every region (e.g., home country, Europe) is examined as a whole, but only by individual themes rather
than smaller regions. The other three approaches labeled »regional (regional geography) approaches« examine every region also or exclusively by (smaller) regions. Among these, one can distinguish between the

Geography in textbooks in general

Thematic geography
(in the broadest sense)
General geography
(systematic thematic
geography or thematic
geography
in the broader sense)

General geography
approach

Regional geography
(in the broadest sense)

Thematic geography
(non–systematic
thematic geography
or thematic
geography in the
narrow sense)

Extra-systemic geography
(various combinations and mixes
of thematic and regional geography)

Thematic geography or thematic
approach (thematic regional
geography)
Region–based regional approach
(region–based regional geography
or regional geography of regions)
Combined regional approach
(sequential combination of thematic
and region–based regional geography)

Thematic geography
or thematic approach

Intermediate regional approach
(non–systematic combination or
mix of thematic and region–based
regional geography)

Figure 1: Geography or the system of the geographical sciences in terms of its regional or thematic approach in textbooks in general.
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»region-based regional approach« (derived from the region-based regional geography or regional geography of regions), the »combined regional approach« (a sequential combination of thematic and region-based
regional geography), and the »intermediate regional approach« (non-systematic combination or mix of
thematic and region-based regional geography). This scheme is difficult to understand primarily because
regional geography cannot be equated with the regional approach; instead, there is regional geography with
a thematic approach on the one hand, and regional geography with various regional approaches on the other.
3) The third group includes textbooks from which the system of the geographical sciences is very difficult to determine or can no longer be clearly determined because they use »various combinations and mixes
of thematic and regional geography.« Because such textbooks somehow extend beyond geography, this
can be referred to as »extra-systemic geography.« Within its framework, the possible versions of approaches cannot be analyzed because they are simply outside the system studied.
The other three schemes present a detailed classification of approaches used in the textbooks of various European countries that cover the regional geography of Europe. In these schemes, various versions of
the three approaches mentioned above (one thematic and two regional) were analyzed; for the third regional approach (i.e., the intermediate approach) the possible versions are not listed because there are too many.
The first one is the »thematic or thematic geography approach as part of the regional geography of
Europe« (Figure 2). Even though it has the same name, it must not be confused with the thematic approach
as part of thematic geography. The thematic approach as part of regional geography derives from thematic
regional geography in the broadest sense. This is not a regional approach, even though it is being used in
regional geography. It can be divided into the »general geography approach« (a systematic thematic approach
or a thematic approach in the broader sense), which derives from general geography regional geography,
and the »thematic geography or thematic approach« (a non-systematic thematic approach or a thematic
approach in the narrow sense), which derives from thematic regional geography in the narrow sense.
This approach examines the learning material by smaller conceptual wholes, which can be referred to
as »learning themes,« among which one can distinguish between more general or »common« themes, more
»concrete« case studies, and combinations of a thematic »introduction« and one or more concrete case
studies. It is very difficult or even impossible to draw a clear line between a »common« theme and a case
study, and therefore it would make sense to further divide both approaches into approaches that examine
material predominantly by themes and approaches that examine material predominantly by case studies.
The »region-based regional approach« (Figure 3) is the second possible approach in regional geography (of Europe) and at the same time the first of the three regional approaches. This approach is the most
regional because it does not include a general or thematic introduction to Europe as a whole, but only examines its regions. It thus derives from region-based regional geography or the regional geography of regions.
It can be divided into a »simple region-based approach« (without introductions to individual regions) and

Thematic geography or thematic approach (in the broadest sense)
(thematic regional geography in the broadest sense)

General geography approach
(systematic thematic approach
or thematic approach in the
broader sense; general
geography regional geography)*

Thematic geography or thematic approach
(non–systematic thematic approach
or thematic approach in the
narrow sense; thematic
regional geography in the narrow sense)*

* With all of these approaches, versions are theoretically possible that examine material only by themes or case studies
or by a combination of themes and cases studies; a division into approaches that examine material predominantly by
themes and approaches that examine material predominantly by case studies seems the most prudent.

Figure 2: The thematic geography approach in the broadest sense as part of the regional geography of Europe.
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a »combined region-based approach;« the latter can be further divided into a version with a non-systematic introduction and a version with a systematic introduction to an individual region. With both the simple
and combined region-based approach and its two versions, one can distinguish between five versions of
possible examination of European regions; they are numbered 1 to 5 in Figure 3.
The most complex and also the most frequently used approach is the »combined (thematic region-based)
regional approach,« which allows a large number of different versions (Figure 4). It includes a combination
of thematic and region-based regional geography, in which one can distinguish between a »once-combined«
or »twice-combined« approach. (They could also be referred to as a simple and composite combined approach.)
Each version is further divided into a version »with a systematic (general geography) introduction to Europe«
and a version »with a non-systematic (thematic geography) introduction to Europe.« The former includes
more or less classic themes from general geography, which are largely social. The thematic or general geography part of the examination of Europe, referred to here as an »introduction« to Europe, sometimes comes
after the regional part of the examination and not before it.
With the twice-combined approach, the combination of thematic or general and region-based regional geography also repeats in the examination of individual regions because one can further distinguish between
a version »with a systematic introduction« and a version »with a non-systematic introduction to an individual region.« Every examination of individual European regions can entail one of the five possible versions,
which are numbered 1 to 5 in Figure 4. Specifically, individual regions can be examined by non-selected
themes from general geography, by selected themes, by non-selected countries, by selected countries, and
by selected themes and countries. There is practically no approach that would examine everything about
each and every country, although some textbooks still try to achieve this. In addition, it is also possible
to include case studies in various combinations with individual themes or countries, which naturally increases the final number of possible combinations.

4 Discussion
The main result of this study (i.e., classification in the form of four schemes) fills the large research gap in
the current findings on regional and thematic textbook approaches. The analysis of these textbook approaches showed that no detailed classification was currently available, and so a new one had to be produced.

Region–based regional approach
(region–based regional geography or regional geography of regions)

Simple region–based approach

Combined region–based approach

With a systematic introduction
to an individual region
(geographical unit)
1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

With a non–systematic introduction
to an individual region
(geographical unit)

5

1

2

3

4

5

1. Examining regions by non-selected themes* from general geography
2. Examining regions by selected themes*
3. Examining regions by non-selected countries**
4. Examining regions by selected countries*
5. Examining regions by selected themes* and countries**
* With all of these approaches, versions are theoretically possible that examine regions only by themes or case studies or by a combination of themes
and cases studies; a division of these approaches into approaches that examine regions predominantly by themes and approaches that examine
regions predominantly by case studies seems the most prudent.
** With all of these approaches, regions can be examined by countries with or without case studies included.

Figure 3: The region-based regional approach as part of the regional geography of Europe.
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Figure 4: The combined (thematic region-based) regional approach as part of the regional geography of Europe.

* With all of these approaches, versions are theoretically possible that examine regions only by themes or case studies or by a combination of themes and cases studies; a division of these approaches into approaches that
examine regions predominantly by themes and approaches that examine regions predominantly by case studies seems the most prudent.
** With all of these approaches, regions can be examined by countries with or without case studies included.
*** With all of these approaches, the thematic (general geography) part of examining Europe may not be included only in the introduction, but may to a greater or lesser extent come only after the region-based examination
of Europe; therefore it makes sense to derive approaches, in which most of or nearly the entire thematic part comes after the region-based part and one can no longer speak merely of an »introduction« to Europe.
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The analysis of all possible regional and thematic textbook approaches proved to be significantly more
complex than might be expected based on the previous studies. As a rule, these were limited to the use of
two basic approaches, failing to also take into account the numerous combinations and versions that can
in fact be found in the textbooks. Somewhat greater efforts to analyze these approaches in more detail were
only made by German geography educators, but they were limited to the level of the curricula. Their definitions thus do not extend as deeply into the research issue as the classification presented in this study.
Another important result of this study was the preparation of appropriate terminology, which partly
had to be formulated anew. The newly defined terms included extra-systemic geography, a region-based
regional approach, region-based regional geography, and so on.
The study has also yielded some unexpected results. It turned out that textbook authors follow the system of the geographical sciences to a much lesser extent than initially expected, and that by using a combination
of both basic approaches they created a significantly larger number of possible versions than initially anticipated.

5 Conclusion
The main value of this study does not lie in important empirical results, but first and foremost in its contribution to the theory of geography or the system of the geographical sciences, and to geography textbook
theory. The basic research goal was to prepare the first detailed classification of all possible regional and
thematic textbook approaches using the examples of European textbooks covering the regional geography
of Europe, while also solving the issue of lacking terminology. The main result of this study is four classification schemes derived from the system of the geographical sciences. The first one is the scheme for
geography in textbooks in general, where one can distinguish between thematic geography (in the broadest sense), regional geography (in the broadest sense), and extra-systemic geography. This is followed by
the schemes for three approaches used for covering the regional geography of Europe: one thematic and
two regional. The two regional approaches include the region-based regional approach and the combined
(thematic-regional) regional approach.
The study was limited to textbooks covering the regional geography of Europe, and so it would make
sense to repeat it using textbooks with different content (e.g., examining the home country) and interpret
the results quantitatively as well. The classification produced can be used by teachers as an effective instrument for analyzing and evaluating textbooks and selecting the best ones for use in the classroom.
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